
Glossary:
Singles - a stitch, whether knit or purl, is clearly left by itself - it’s all alone!
Pairs - a stitch, whether knit or purl, is paired with its yarn-over stitch.
BRK - (bark) Brioche Knit - knit the knit stitch, paired with its yarn-over.
BRP - (burp) Brioche Purl - purl the purl stitch, paired with its yarn-over.
LC - Light color yarn.
DC - Dark color yarn.

The “Rules”
1. Know what Brioche is! It’s a gorgeous soft, stretchy, fl uffy and reversible fabric, made of knit columns 
and purl columns. If you’re using 1 color of yarn, it’s basically made up of two rows.

First row is a set up row...   Second row is a knit row (BRK)...  After that, you just repeat the second 
until you’re fi nished (if you’re working fl at).  With two-color brioche, you have two set-up rows: 1 for the 
fi rst color (LC) and a 1 for the second color (DC).  You’ll also have a purl row (BRP) for in-the-round work.

2. Learn a stretchy cast-on and a stretchy bind-off. Because brioche fabric is stretchy, the edges have 
to stretch right along with the fabric. Something really stretchy like Tillybuddy’s stretchy cast-on is perfect 
and easy.  Visit my YouTube Channel to see how it works. The stretchy bind-off I recommend is k1k2tog tbl. 
Chemknits and Stephen West both use this and I’ll be uploading a video that demonstrates this as well.

3. What to Expect: Know that all the stitches (except for one - which we’ll get into later) are made with the 
yarn in front (wyif).  The yarn in front of your work is ultimately what creates the “yarn-over,” so while it 
may feel like you’re doing something wrong, you’re actually doing it right! This is what makes brioche knitting 
well...brioche!

4. Get a stitch marker - you will need the kind that opens and closes, because you will literally attach 
the stitch marker to the bottom of your fi rst stitch - this is imperative (at least for the beginners). (This is 
different than usual when you put the stitch marker on the needle to separate rounds or repeats.)

5. Keep your balls of yarn separated while knitting. Don’t let them get tangled up with each other, or 
you will have issues later. And you’ll thank me later.

6. Recognize what the pairs and singles look like... Brioche knitting is made up of pairs and singles. 
Knowing which are paired stitches and which are single stitches will not only help you recognize whether 
you make a BRK or a BRP stitch, they will also let you know which round you’re on just by looking at it.
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The Ground Rules of Two-Color Brioche 
by Lee Samsami Stein

Knitting two-color brioche in-the-round can be...challenging. For me, I found that having visuals, and clear 
set of rules beforehand was the fi rst step in doing 2CBrITR successfully. By the way, I knit using the English 
method, so these directions may only be helpful for English-style knitters...Read on!
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See how the stitch marker is attached to the bottom of the 
fi rst stitch of the round? This will help you when you fi nish one 
round and transition to the next.

See how the balls of yarn are clearly separated and not overlapping 
and twisting into one another? Again, this will help you when it’s time 
to do that transition round.

Knit Round (or BRK round)...you know this because the 
paired stitches look like knit stitches with their yarn over. 
The single stitches are the purl stitches. 

During the BRK round, you’re going to slip 1 wyif (that 
stand-alone stitch), and knit 2tog (wyif) the knit stitch and 
its yarn-over (which is what the BRK stitch is).

Purl Round (or BRP round)...you know this because the 
paired stitches look like purl stitches with their yarn over. 
This time, the single stitches are the knit stitches. 

During the BRP round, you’re going to slip 1 wyif (the 
stand-alone stitch), and purl2tog (wyif) the purl stitch and 
its yarn-over (which is what the BRP stitch is).


